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Contributing to the Progress of the World of Product Manufacturing

Cutting & Machine Tools

Drills
From standard drills to high precision and high performance drills; a full lineup to meet any applications.

End Mills & Taps
End Mill Series that satisfies the high-performance machining requirements for tooling and machine parts.

Broaching
World-leading broaches and broaching machines. A wide range of broaching products; broaches from spline to large-diameter helical and X-mas tree forms; and broaching machines from 30kN to 500kN.

Roll Forming
Using forming racks to achieve excellent mass-productivity.

Gear Cutting
Responding to all types of requirements with extensive know-how in gear cutting tools, vital for the machining of every kind of gear in automobiles and other machinery.

Components

Bearings
Long life at high speed, high accuracy and compactness. Nachi bearings support safety, reliability and comfort.

Materials
Matching hardness and shape to applications to improve cost performance.

Robots
Flexibly responding to requests for advanced production lines. Handling, Spot Welding, Arc Welding, Ultra-Heavy Load Handling

Hydraulic Equipment
Powerful, reliable and compact power control. For Industrial Machines

Roll Forming Range of broaching products; broaches from spline to large-diameter helical and X-mas tree forms; and broaching machines from 30kN to 500kN.

NC Precision Broaching Machine
NC Precision Rolling Machine
Rolling Machines

Broaching Machines

Materials

Bearings

Deep-Groove Ball Bearings
Bearings for Automotive Air Conditioners

Spherical Roller Thrust Bearings
Spherical Roller Bearings

Spherical Roller Thrust Bearings
Spherical Roller Bearings

For Small Excavators

Wheel Motor
Swing Motor

Variable Piston Pump

Spot Welding in Car Production

Ultra-fine wires “Micron Hole”
Hardened Rods “Pre-Harden”

Robot

M207